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Abstract
Fracture toughness anisotropy of AA2139 (Al-Cu-Mg) in T351 and T8 conditions
has been investigated via mechanical testing of smooth and notched specimens of
different geometries, loaded in the rolling direction (L) or in the transverse
direction (T). Fracture mechanisms were investigated via SEM and synchrotron
radiation computed tomography (SRCT). Contributions to failure anisotropy are
identified with: (i) anisotropic initial void shape and growth, (ii) plastic behaviour
including isotropic/kinematic hardening and plastic anisotropy, and (iii)
nucleation at a 2nd population of 2nd phase particles leading to coalescence via
narrow crack regions. A model based in part on the Gurson-TvergaardNeedleman approach is constructed to describe and predict deformation
behaviour, crack propagation and, in particular, toughness anisotropy. Model
parameters are fitted using microstructural data and data on deformation and
crack propagation for a range of small test samples. Its transferability has been
shown by simulating tests of large M(T) samples.
1 Introduction
Aluminium sheet is widely used for lightweight high performance structures,
particularly within the transport sector. For the design of structures it is crucial to
control mechanical properties, such as fracture toughness [1]. In practice, the
transferability of toughness trends between small test pieces (such as Kahn tear
tests [2]) to large panel M(T) specimens [3] is an important aspect in optimising
materials performance for components. One materials issue that is particularly
difficult to take account for in predicting toughness performance of large panels is
the anisotropy of toughness in sheet.
Possible sources of toughness anisotropy in wrought aluminium sheet are
numerous. One possible cause is plastic anisotropy developed during rolling, this
may be identified with the energy dissipated during fracture depending on the
local load level and consequently on the loading direction for anisotropic
materials [4]. A second cause of toughness anisotropy is related to the anisotropic
shape and distribution of defects introduced by material processing
[5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13], whilst a third cause may be identified with prior prestraining as such materials are often stress relieved after quenching [14].
Several models incorporating the above mechanisms have been proposed in the
literature. Models are often based on the micromechanical Gurson model [15] and
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its “standard” extension proposed by Tvergaard and Needleman (so called GTN
model) [16]. Introducing plastic anisotropy can be easily done by replacing the
von Mises stress in the expression of yield surface given by the GTN model by
any anisotropic stress measure. Recently proposed macroscopic models
[17,18,19] can be used as shown in [4]. Models accounting for initial void shape
and shape evolution have been developed for prolate and oblate voids by
Gologanu and co-workers [9,10]. This approach has a major limitation however:
cavities are assumed to be, and remain, axisymmetric so that the model must be
adapted in case of non-axisymmetric loading [12]. Models based on the GTN
approach that simultaneously account for ductile damage and kinematic hardening
have been proposed in the literature but with limited verification or testing against
experimental data [20].
In the present study fracture toughness anisotropy of AA2139 (Al-Cu-Mg) is
investigated experimentally via mechanical testing of smooth and notched
samples of different sizes, charcterisation of the microstructure involving
synchrotron radiation computed tomography (SRCT) and fractographic
assessment also involving an SRCT study of arrested cracks [21]. A novel
computational assessment of toughness anisotropy is reported here briefly [22],
based on the GTN-approach and that accounts for the found material
characteristics. The parameter identification has been performed using
microstructural data and experimental results from small samples and the
behaviour of large M(T) samples is successfully predicted using these parameters.
2 Material and experimental methods
• Material: AA2139 sheet was supplied by Alcan CRV with a thickness of 3.2mm
in an industrial T351 condition, i.e. solution treated, stretched and naturally aged.
The composition ranges are given in Table 1.
The material has subsequently been tested in two different conditions (see Table
2), T351 (i.e. as-received), and after a further ageing treatment approximating a
standard T8 for this alloy. In the interest of brevity, we will refer to the T351
condition as simply ‘T3’ for the purpose of this paper.
Si

Fe

Cu

Mn

Mg

Ag

Ti

Zn

<= 0.1

<= 0.15

4.5 - 5.5

0.20 - 0.6

0.20 - 0.8

0.15 - 0.6

<= 0.15

<=0.25

Table 1: Composition limits of alloy AA2139 in weight % (adapted after [21])
T351 (as received)
Solutionise, quench, 2% stretch in rolling
direction, naturally age

T8
The as-received material, additionally aged at
175 °C for 16 hours

Table 2: Conditions tested for AA2139 sheet (adapted after [21])
Mean pore dimensions (3D Feret measurements) are given in Table 3 for the three
material processing directions (rolling direction (L), long transverse direction (T),
short-transverse direction (S)). Pore content determination was influenced by the
choice of the grey scale threshold, with Table 3 identifying the corresponding
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error levels. 3D Voronoi tessellation [23] of the void distribution revealed average
cell dimensions of 45µm, 48µm and 50µm in the L, T and S direction
respectively, i.e. indicative of near-neighbour separation distances in these
directions [24]. Consistent with these figures the Voronoi cell aspect ratios for
cells around the pores are found to be close to unity. The particles were seen to be
aligned as stringers, with stringer dimensions of the order of 15-30µm (cf. 1-10µm
in direction T and 1-6µm in direction (S)). The volume fraction of coarse
intermetallic particles, and the Feret dimensions of Voronoi cells around pores
and intermetallic particles obtained from SRCT data is given in Table 3. Pores
were seen to be closely linked with the intermetallic distribution, with a large
proportion being associated with one or more intermetallic particles. However, no
significant distribution anisotropy for pores and particles can be detected between
T and L direction using average Voronoi cell dimensions (see Table 3). Figure 1
shows an FEG-SEM backscattered electron image of the material in the L-T
plane, highlighting the presence of dispersoid particles that are predominately
elongated in the L direction.
Porosity
fv in %

0.34
with a variation of ±10% when setting
extreme grey values.
Mean Feret dimensions of pores in µm
L
7.6

T
5.4

S
4.5

Intermetallic particles
0.45
±15% (standard error based on repeat
measurements at different locations and
magnifications).
Mean Feret dimensions of Voronoi cells
around 2nd phase particles and pores in µm
L
T
S
23
24
25

Table 3: Porosity and intermetallic particle content, dimensions and distribution
of the AA2139 alloy. (Pore content and pore Feret dimension and was reported
previously [24]) (adapted after [21])

T
L

2µm

Figure 1: FEG-SEM image in backscattered mode (20kV) of in the L-T plane
showing dispersoids (adapted after [21])
• Mechanical testing: Four types of test specimen have been utilized (see Figure
2): smooth flat tensile specimens, notched flat tensile specimens (EU2), Kahn tear
test specimens and large M(T) panels. Two orientations of loading in the sheet
plane have been investigated for all samples: L and T. In the Kahn and M(T)
specimens loaded in the L direction, cracks will clearly propagate in the T
direction; these tests are referred to as L-T, and vice versa for T-L designated
tests. At least two tests have been performed in each condition/direction
combination, whilst for the M(T) sample only one test has been performed per
3

condition/direction. For technical reasons, M(T) tests for T-L loading have only
been carried out for the T3 condition.
(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

5

r=2

Figure 2: Specimen geometries for: (a) tensile samples (b) EU2 samples (c) Kahn
tear test samples (d) M(T) samples (all dimensions in mm) (adapted after [21])
The SRCT sample scanning conditions and sample preparation procedures are
described in [2,3,4,21]
3 Experimental results
In this section the mechanical testing results on samples of different sizes are
given; for the sake of brevity the results of the simulations described in the section
6 are also plotted. In the T3 condition (Figure 3(a)) tensile behaviour is
anisotropic. For testing in the L direction yield strength, as well as loads for a
given elongation, are higher than the T direction, with a yield strength difference
~80 MPa, average flow stress difference ~15 MPa and a small difference in
ultimate tensile strength. The difference in initial tensile curve shape is thought to
be mostly due to the prestraining by ~2% that the material has undergone. The
through-thickness deformation is essentially the same for the two testing
directions however, whilst the slope of the through-thickness variation vs. applied
strain is close to 0.5 (i.e. as for isotropic behaviour).
(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Tensile tests experimental and simulation for naturally aged and
artificially aged (T3 and T8) material (adapted after [22])
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For the material in the T8 condition (Figure 3(b)) tensile deformation curves in
the different loading directions, as well as the corresponding through-thickness
deformation curves, are essentially identical. Overall it is seen that the ageing
treatment has lead to higher yield strength and reduced ductility compared to the
T3 condition.
Figure 4 shows the nominal stress vs. crack mouth opening displacement
(CMOD) curves for EU2 tests in the L and T directions for the T3 and the T8
condition. Figure 4(a) shows anisotropy in the load curve for the T3 material only,
whilst final failure occurs at similar opening displacements.
Consistent with the tensile tests, the L and T loading of EU2 samples in the T8
condition (Figure 4(b)) do not show significantly different plastic behaviour.
However, final failure in the L direction occurs at ~0.1mm higher opening
displacement than the T.
(a)

(b)

Figure 4: EU2 tests experimental and simulation for naturally aged and artificially
aged (T3 and T8) materials (adapted after [22])
Figure 5 shows the results of the Kahn tear tests in terms of force F divided by the
initial ligament area A0 as a function of the CMOD, along with the crack length as
a function of the CMOD for L-T and T-L testing for the T3 and T8 conditions.
For the T3 material (Figure 5 (a)) the maximum nominal load is smaller for the TL testing (i.e. indicating a lower initiation toughness). The load differences
between the T-L and L-T samples are even higher in the propagation region and
crack growth is faster in the T-L test orientation than in the L-T. For the T8
material (Figure 5 (b)) the nominal load is very similar for both sample
orientations up to the maximum load. Nominal stresses in the propagation region
are however substantially lower for the T-L sample than for the L-T sample and
crack growth is faster for the T-L test compared to the L-T. Initiation and
propagation toughness are substantially lower for the T8 material than for the T3.
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Figure 5: Kahn tear test tests experimental and simulation for naturally aged and
artificially aged (T3 and T8) materials (adapted after [22])
Figure 6 shows the results of M(T) tests for (a) the T3 condition (T-L loading
only) and (b) the T8 condition and both loading directions. Strong toughness
anisotropy can be identified for the T8 material. The maximum load of the L-T
sample is ~24% higher than for the T-L sample, which is clearly higher than the
corresponding anisotropy measured for the Kahn tear tests (8%, see Figure 5).
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Figure 6: M(T) test results for simulation and experiment for naturally aged and
artificially aged (T3 and T8) materials (adapted after [22])
4 Fractography
The fracture of Kahn tear test samples typically starts with a macroscopically flat
triangular region, oriented normal to the loading direction [25], with the crack
subsequently turning into a slanted crack with an angle of ~45º with respect to the
loading direction, this is then maintained during further crack propagation (also
see [25]). The reader is referred to [21] for corresponding fractographic images.
For all test conditions the fracture surface in the flat triangular region was seen to
be dominated by dimples associated either with coarse particles or initial porosity.
The voids appear to have mainly coalesced via impingement. For the T-L samples
the surface morphology was more obviously directional, with void chains
apparent on the fracture surface, parallel to the material rolling direction.
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In the propagation region (slanted crack growth), fracture was still dominated by
coarse voiding, however areas containing fine dimples were also observed,
consistent with shear decohesion (also called void sheeting [26]). The features on
the fracture surfaces of the T-L and L-T samples appeared similar but aligned
stringers are again more apparent in the T-L sample.
SRCT studies of arrested cracks in the fracture initiation region are presented in
detail in [21]. It has been identified that already in the region of high stress
triaxiality coalescence may occur through regions of narrow opening linked to
void nucleation at a small population of small 2nd phase particles such as shown in
Figure 7.

Crack
propagation in T
direction
L
S

200µm

Figure 7: 2D section of SRCT results of the crack tip of an arrested crack (before
reaching peak load) of a T-L Kahn tear test sample in T8 condition
5 Model
In the experimental study it could be identified that the T3 material displays i)
anisotropic initial void shape and growth, (ii) plastic behaviour including
isotropic/kinematic hardening and plastic anisotropy, and (iii) nucleation at a 2nd
population of second phase particles leading to coalescence via narrow crack
regions. The T8 material did not exhibit kinematic hardening or plastic
anisotropy. A model based in part on the Gurson-Tvergaard-Needleman (GTN)
approach has been constructed to describe and predict deformation behaviour,
crack propagation, and, in particular, toughness anisotropy. The model is
described in full detail in [22]. The mean stress in the GTN yield function has
been replaced by a weighted sum of the stresses along the 3 materials processing
directions to account for anisotropic void growth.
Kinematic hardening caused by material prestrain has been accounted for using
the formulation used by Lemaitre and Chaboche [27] which is incorporated in the
GTN approach as suggested in [20]. Plastic anisotropy is accounted for using the
approach suggested by Bron and Besson [17]. Finally the nucleation of damage is
modeled using an expression suggested by Chu and Needleman [28].
6 Simulation
To account for anisotropic initial void shape and growth, weighting parameters
were fitted using unit cell calculation results. Average dimension measured via
SRCT in the alloy were used for the initial void shape in the unit cell calculations.
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Parameters related to isotropic/kinematic hardening and plastic anisotropy were
determined via simulation of the prestrain of 2% and subsequent simulation of the
tensile and EU2 tests using an automatic optimization procedure. The results are
shown in Figure 3 and 4. Using these parameters, simulations of Kahn tear tests
for different directions have been carried out. Curve shape up to maximum
experimental load, and also fracture anisotropy, could be predicted. However,
fracture loads were too high using physically meaningful mesh sizes [29]. To
address we idenitify the use of anisotropic critical strains to represent nucleation
of damage at small 2nd population of second phase particles, such as dispersoids,
reducing predicted fracture loads. The critical strains have been determined via
trial and error simulations of Kahn tear tests. The results are shown in Figure 5.
The premature predicted fracture of the EU2 samples (see Figure 4) using the
critical strains may be linked to the fact that stress triaxiality is lower for EU2
samples than for Kahn samples and the found critical strains may only be valid for
high stress triaxality. Using the obtained parameters the fracture of M(T) samples
has been simulated and a good fit has been obtained showing the transferability of
the results obtained with small samples and microstructural data to large samples
(see Fig 6). The detailed parameter identification procedure is further outlined in
[22].
7 Conclusions
Mechanical tests on smooth and notched specimen of different sizes have been
carried out in two loading directions for T3 and T8 materials. It has been
identified that T3 material isotropic and kinematic hardening and also some
plastic anisotropy play a role. The T8 material is plastically isotropic.
Fractography of Kahn samples has revealed fracture mechanisms linked to coarse
voiding and shear decoheasion, especially in the propagation region. Some
alignment of dimple stringers is prevalent on the T-L sample fracture surfaces in
the rolling direction. SRCT studies of arrested cracks in the crack initiation region
have revealed the unexpected presence of coalescence through narrow regions
that can be linked to void nucleation at a small population of 2nd phase particles.
Anisotropic initial void shape has been identified through SRCT studies of the asreceived material. No significant anisotropic average distribution of pores and
particles could be measured using Feret dimensions around Voronoi cells.
Dipsersoid particles were seen to be elongated in the L direction of the material.
A model based on the GTN approach has been developed incorporating (i)
anisotropic initial void shape and growth, (ii) plastic behaviour including
isotropic/kinematic hardening and plastic anisotropy, and (iii) nucleation at a 2nd
population of 2nd phase particles leading to coalescence via narrow crack regions.
For the first time a model for kinematic hardening accounting for ductile damage
has been successfully applied to structures. A new simple method to account for
initially anisotropic void shape and growth is suggested that is easier to
implement than other approaches and is not restricted to axisymmetric cavities.
Parameters have been fitted on mechanical testing results of small samples. It has
been found that neither kinematic hardening nor anisotropic void shape can fully
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describe the fracture toughness anisotropy. It is proposed to account for
coalescence and nucleation at a 2nd population of small 2nd phase particles via
nucleation at different critical strains for the different material directions which
may be linked to the anisotropic shape and/or distribution of small 2nd phase
particles such as dispersoids. Simulation of fracture of large M(T) samples using
the found parameters shows that this method is suitable to predict fracture
toughness anisotropy fitted on small samples.
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